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1. Introduction
Arctic cyclones are the major weather hazard to the increasing human activity in the summer-time Arctic (e.g., 
Babin et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021), and can be associated with extreme surface winds, ocean waves (e.g., Thomson 
& Rogers, 2014; Waseda et al., 2018, 2021), and the break-up and melting of sea ice (e.g., Asplin et al., 2012; 
Lukovich et al., 2021; Peng et al., 2021). Furthermore, Arctic cyclones in summer can be long-lived, exacerbat-
ing the impact of any associated hazards. For example, the great Arctic cyclone of 2012 (henceforth C12) lasted 
for almost 13 days (Simmonds & Rudeva, 2012), and an Arctic cyclone in August 2016 was maintained for over 
1 month through repeated cyclone mergings (Yamagami et al., 2017).

The structural development of mid-latitude cyclones is well-established, with conceptual models such as the 
Norwegian (Bjerknes, 1919) and Shapiro-Keyser (Shapiro & Keyser, 1990) models, which are key for antici-
pating hazardous weather within a cyclone. However, the structural evolution of Arctic cyclones is not as well 
understood. Studies of extreme summer-time cases suggest that Arctic cyclones can have different structures 
to mid-latitude cyclones (e.g., Aizawa & Tanaka, 2016; Tanaka et al., 2012; Tao et al., 2017). However, clima-
tological studies are needed to complement these works and assess how typical these cases are. Previously, 

Abstract We perform a climatological analysis of summer-time Arctic cyclone structure in reanalysis 
data using a phase space approach. A classification scheme for Arctic cyclones is proposed, dependent on 
whether vorticity structure during development is low-level-dominant (LLD) or upper-level-dominant (ULD). 
During growth, LLD cyclones (65.5%) exhibit warm-core asymmetric structures, whereas ULD cyclones 
(34.5%) have cold-core asymmetric structures. LLD cyclones typically have greater thermal asymmetry during 
growth. However, a transition to a persistent cold-core axisymmetric structure after maturity is characteristic 
of summer-time Arctic cyclones, regardless of structure during growth. LLD cyclones are typically stronger 
and preferentially track on the Russian coastline where there is high baroclinicity, whereas ULD cyclones 
tend to be longer-lived and preferentially track in the Pacific sector, where they can interact with tropopause 
polar vortices. This study provides a platform for further research into different classes of Arctic cyclones and 
associated hazardous weather, and ultimately for developing conceptual models.

Plain Language Summary We investigate the structure of cyclones, large-scale low-pressure 
systems, in the summer-time Arctic, using observations-based data of the atmosphere. A phase space is used 
to represent two aspects of cyclone structure, specifically (a) the low-level horizontal temperature contrast 
(i.e., whether there is a distinct warm sector), and (b) the vertical change in wind. We classify Arctic cyclones 
based on their vertical structure as they develop, as either low-level-dominant (LLD), where winds decrease 
with height, or upper-level-dominant (ULD), where winds increase with height. During growth, LLD cyclones 
(65.5%) exhibit warm-core structures whereas ULD cyclones (34.5%) have cold-core structures, both with 
strong low-level temperature contrasts. LLD cyclones tend to have a stronger warm sector contrast during 
development. However, after maximum intensity, when a cyclone matures and begins to weaken, both subsets 
of cyclones typically evolve to have long-lasting cold-core structures without a warm sector. LLD cyclones 
are typically stronger and preferentially track on the Russian coastline, whereas ULD cyclones tend to be 
longer-lived, and preferentially track in the Pacific sector of the Arctic. This study provides a platform for 
further research into different classes of Arctic cyclones, and ultimately for developing conceptual models, 
which are key for anticipating associated hazardous weather.
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climatologies of Arctic cyclones (e.g., Vessey et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2004) did not consider cyclone structure. 
In more recent work, Vessey et al. (2022) showed that summer-time Arctic cyclones undergo a transition at maxi-
mum intensity from a tilted baroclinic to an axisymmetric cold-core structure. However, the composite approach 
used did not permit for different varieties of cyclone structural evolution.

Gray et al.  (2021) performed a climatological analysis of summer-time Arctic cyclones and tropopause polar 
vortices (TPVs), long-lived vortices on the tropopause which are common in the summer-time Arctic due to the 
lack of wind shear (Cavallo & Hakim, 2009, 2010). It was shown that Arctic cyclones that develop with a TPV 
(“matched”) have a distinct structure to those that do not (“unmatched”). In a similar vein, Croad et al. (2023) 
focused on two summer-time cyclones with contrasting structure from summer 2020. Cyclone A (henceforth 
C20A) developed as a baroclinic wave along the northern coast of Russia on the Arctic frontal zone (AFZ; Day 
& Hodges, 2018; Serreze et al., 2001). The cyclone had a low-level-dominant (LLD) vorticity structure during 
development, with a structural evolution resembling a mid-latitude cyclone. In contrast, Cyclone B (henceforth 
C20B) developed with a TPV, with an upper-level-dominant (ULD) vorticity structure. Whilst Cyclone A had 
stronger winds, Cyclone B attained a cold-core columnar vortex structure that persisted for several days, looking 
quite different to a typical mid-latitude cyclone. The hypothesis is that cyclones A and B from Croad et al. (2023) 
represent two archetypal structural evolutions of Arctic cyclones.

Here we investigate summer-time Arctic cyclone structure using a modified form of the Hart  (2003) cyclone 
phase space. This is a flexible approach to classifying cyclone structure, as it allows for a continuum of struc-
tures. In this study cyclones are categorized as having LLD or ULD development, determined by their vorticity 
structure at maximum growth rate. Note that this may have some similarities with the unmatched/matched clas-
sification from Gray et al.  (2021), but here the focus is on general evolution of cyclone structure, rather than 
feature-based identification of TPVs. In this work we aim to answer the following:

1.  What are the characteristic cyclone structures in the summer-time Arctic?
2.  How does LLD/ULD growth determine subsequent cyclone structural evolution, and how frequently does 

each type of growth occur?
3.  How is LLD/ULD growth related to cyclone strength, longevity, and location?

2. Methodology
2.1. Reanalysis Data

The study uses ERA5, the fifth-generation European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) 
reanalysis data set (Hersbach et al., 2017, 2020), produced using the ECMWF's Integrated Forecasting System 
model cycle 41r2. The model has spectral truncation TL639 (∼31 km horizontal grid spacing at the equator), 
and 137 terrain-following hybrid-pressure levels from the surface to 0.01 hPa. 6-hourly data on a 0.25° regular 
latitude-longitude grid during 1979–2021 is used.

2.2. Arctic Cyclone Tracking

Arctic cyclone tracks are identified from ERA5 data using the TRACK algorithm (Hodges, 1994, 1995, 2021). 
This is employed on 1-hourly spectrally truncated (T5-63; removing total wavenumbers less than 5 and more 
than 63) 850 hPa relative vorticity (ξ850). Maxima exceeding 10 −5 s −1 are identified and initialized into a set of 
tracks using a nearest neighbor search with a maximum displacement distance of 2° (geodesic, 222 km) in a time 
step. These are subsequently refined by minimizing a cost function for track smoothness. Only tracks that last 
longer than 1 day and travel more than 1,000 km are retained. Arctic cyclones are identified as those tracks with 
filtered ξ850 > 8 × 10 −5 s −1 for at least 12 hr whilst located north of 70°N. For each track, only sections north 
of 55°N are retained (deemed relevant to the Arctic), from which time of maximum growth rate and maximum 
intensity are identified. There is no special treatment for merging/splitting tracks, as this introduces added subjec-
tivity. Spatial track density of cyclones was computed with cosine-shaped kernels on a polar domain (500 km 
bandwidth) using the scikit-learn Python library (Pedregosa et al., 2011).

2.3. A Modified Cyclone Phase Space

A modified cyclone phase space for characterizing the structure of Arctic cyclones was proposed in Croad 
et al. (2023), adapted from Hart (2003). The modified phase space differs from the Hart (2003) version in that 
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the parameters have been non-dimensionalized by the natural scalings of quasi-geostrophic (QG) dynamics. The 
modified phase space has also been reduced from three to two dimensions for simplicity, considering the ther-
mal asymmetry in the lower troposphere, and the thermal wind structure in the upper troposphere only, and not 
also in the lower troposphere as in Hart (2003). This is justified as we are primarily interested in the presence of 
low-level baroclinicity and TPVs in the upper levels. Furthermore, suitable pressure levels are used to define the 
layers in the modified phase space to account for the shallower troposphere in the Arctic. The modified phase 
space is also no longer dependent on the cyclone motion vector (as some Arctic cyclones are associated with slow 
movement such that the motion vector is not well defined), thereby producing smoother trajectories.

The thermal asymmetry is quantified as a non-dimensionalized depth-integrated baroclinic asymmetry, B, over 
the 925–700 hPa layer (assumed to be above the boundary layer but below the “steering” level), calculated by 
splitting the cyclone into two halves:

𝐵𝐵 =
1

𝑓𝑓0𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

𝑔𝑔

𝜃𝜃0

1

Δ𝑝𝑝 ∫
925ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

700ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

(𝜃𝜃𝑅𝑅 − 𝜃𝜃𝐿𝐿) 𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 (1)

where f0 = Coriolis parameter (s −1), L = horizontal length scale (500 km), N = Brunt-Väisälä frequency (0.01 s −1), 
g = gravitational acceleration (9.81 m s −2), θ0 = reference potential temperature (273 K), p = pressure (hPa), θR and 
θL = areal mean potential temperature over a semi-circle (radius 500 km) to the right and left side of the cyclone (K). 
At each time, (1) is calculated by splitting the cyclone at every 10° bearing, with the maximum value of B being used.

The thermal wind structure is quantified as a non-dimensionalized vertical gradient of relative vorticity (ξ; s −1) in 
the 700–400 hPa layer (assumed to be above the “steering” level but below the tropopause):

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇 = −
𝐿𝐿

𝑁𝑁

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
 (2)

where z = height (m) and RoT is a thermal Rossby number (the ratio of the vertical contrast in relative vorticity 
to planetary vorticity, noting that 𝐴𝐴

𝐿𝐿

𝑁𝑁
∼

𝐻𝐻

𝑓𝑓0
 in QG scaling, where H = height scale). From thermal wind balance, a 

positive RoT indicates a warm-core structure, whilst a negative RoT corresponds to a cold-core structure.

In Croad et al. (2023), Equation 1 was calculated with data at 25 hPa intervals, and Equation 2 was estimated by a 
linear regression fit of ξ at 50 hPa intervals. However, here the parameters are calculated by finite difference using 
data at 925, 700 and 400 hPa only (reducing data storage requirements). Differences between the two methods 
were very small for the cyclone cases in Croad et al. (2023), justifying the decision to use fewer pressure levels.

The modified cyclone phase space is presented in Figure  1a, with four quadrants defined by the boundaries 
RoT = 0 and B = 0.15. The latter is equivalent to a ∼2 K difference across a cyclone, above which a cyclone is 
considered to be asymmetric, and below which a cyclone is considered to be symmetric. This choice is justified 
a posteriori using the statistics at the time of maximum intensity shown in Figure 2b.

3. Results
3.1. Cyclone Structure and Evolution

During 1979–2021, 1,658 Arctic cyclones were identified in the extended summer (May–September) using the 
criteria in Section 2.2 (≈39 per year on average). All (6-hourly) tracked points of these cyclones are presented in 
the modified phase space in Figure 1a. The highest point density is in the lower-left quadrant (39.8%), indicative 
of cold-core cyclone structures with low asymmetry. There are also a considerable number of points in the top 
two quadrants, with 29.0% and 23.5% exhibiting warm-core and cold-core cyclone structures respectively with 
high asymmetry. The region of highest point density slants from the lower-left to the upper-right, indicating that 
cyclones with warm-core structures typically have greater low-level asymmetry than cold-core cyclones.

The sample is split into two subsets, depending on whether a cyclone is LLD (i.e., warm-core; RoT > 0) or ULD 
(i.e., cold-core; RoT < 0) at the time of maximum growth rate (Figures 1b and 1c). 65.5% (1,086) of the cyclones 
are LLD at maximum growth rate, whilst 34.5% (572) are ULD. Note that this partition is similar to that of 
cyclones that are unmatched and matched with TPVs in Gray et al. (2021). The LLD cyclones (Figure 1b) have a 
higher proportion of warm-core asymmetric structures than climatology (38.3% compared to 29.0%), and a lower 
fraction of cold-core structures. In contrast, the ULD subset (Figure 1c) has a considerably lower fraction of 
warm-core asymmetric structures than climatology (14.4% compared to 29.0%), with the region of highest point 
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density on the cold-core half of the phase space (and lower average asymmetry). The ULD subset has a higher 
proportion of cold-core asymmetric (33.4% compared to 23.5%) and cold-core symmetric (47.8% compared to 
39.8%) structures than climatology.

The trajectories of the three aforementioned Arctic cyclone cases are overlaid in Figures 1b and 1c. C12 and 
C20A (Figure  1b; LLD development) have warm-core asymmetric structures at maximum growth rate (blue 
marker), with a reduction in asymmetry as they approach maximum intensity (green markers). After maximum 
intensity, the cyclone trajectories move into the lower-left quadrant, illustrating the transition to a cold-core 
axisymmetric structure, and remain there for several days. In contrast, C20B (Figure 1c; ULD development) has 
a cold-core structure at maximum growth rate, with high asymmetry (reduced compared to C12 but comparable 
to C20A). Although C20B has a contrasting development to C12 and C20A, it undergoes a transition around the 
time of maximum intensity to a cold-core symmetric structure that persists for several days, like C12 and C20A.

The evolution of structure throughout cyclone lifetime is highlighted in Figure 2. Considering the full cyclone 
sample, at maximum growth rate (Figure 2a), the highest point density is in the warm-core asymmetric (60.0%) 
and cold-core asymmetric (30.5%) quadrants. At maximum intensity (Figure 2b), the highest point density has 
moved to the left and downwards in the diagram, positioned on the central point between the quadrants, repre-
senting a reduction in asymmetry and a reduction in the fraction of warm-core structures as cyclones mature. 
At the final track point (Figure 2c), the highest point density is in the cold-core symmetric quadrant (62.0%). 
This represents the transition to a cold-core axisymmetric structure, like that seen in C12, C20A and C20B. The 
results indicate that a transition to a cold-core axisymmetric structure after maximum intensity occurs commonly 
in summer-time Arctic cyclones, consistent with Vessey et al. (2022).

Note that the highest point density at maximum growth rate (Figure  2a) is unimodal, even though in this 
study the cyclones are partitioned into two types depending on their structure at this time. This illustrates 
how in reality, cyclone structure is a continuum, rather than being constrained by distinct types (with many 
“unconventional”  cyclones). However, it is still useful to apply broad classification schemes for the purpose of 
understanding characteristic cyclone structures and behaviors. The merit of this classification scheme is demon-
strated in Figure 1, with the LLD and ULD subsets exhibiting different characteristic structures.

Figures 2d–2f and 2g–2i show the evolution of the LLD and ULD subsets respectively. At maximum growth 
rate, the LLD (Figure 2d) and ULD (Figure 2g) subsets have warm-core and cold-core structures respectively, by 
definition, with high asymmetry. At maximum intensity, the highest point density has moved downwards in the 
phase space in both subsets (Figures 2e and 2h), indicating reduced asymmetry as the cyclones mature. The LLD 
subset (Figure 2e) also moves to lower RoT values, although 67.7% of the cyclones still have warm-core structures 

Figure 1. Point density in the modified cyclone phase space of all track points for (a) all, (b) LLD, and (c) ULD Arctic cyclones. Overlaid are the trajectories of three 
cyclone case studies; C12 and C20A are overlain on (b) in gray and magenta respectively, and C20B is overlain on (c) in magenta. The black, blue, green and white 
markers (crosses for C12, squares for C20A and C20B) refer to the start point, maximum growth rate, maximum intensity and final point respectively. The percentage 
of the total points in each quadrant is written in red.
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Figure 2. Point density in the modified cyclone phase space for (a–c) all identified Arctic cyclones at (a) maximum growth rate, (b) maximum intensity, and (c) the 
final point of each track. Panels (d–f) and (g–i) are the same as panels (a–c), but for LLD and ULD cyclones respectively. The percentage of the total points in each 
quadrant is written in red.
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at this time. This demonstrates that LLD cyclones tend to undergo their transition from warm-core to cold-core 
structures after maximum intensity, like C12 and C20A (Figure 1b). At the final track point, the LLD (Figure 2f) 
and ULD (Figure 2i) subsets have their highest point density in the cold-core symmetric quadrant, with 59.1% 
and 67.5% of the points respectively. This suggests that both LLD and ULD cyclones often undergo the transition 
to a cold-core axisymmetric structure, although a cyclone that had a ULD development is more likely to do so.

3.2. Cyclone Characteristics

Having illustrated the differences in structural evolution between LLD and ULD cyclones, we now consider how 
the cyclone subsets compare with regards to strength and duration (Figure 3).

The distributions of maximum strength for the LLD and ULD cyclones are presented in Figure  3a. The 
median value of ξ850 at maximum intensity (denoted by the dashed vertical lines) is higher for LLD cyclones 
(10.5 × 10 −5 s −1) than ULD cyclones (9.9 × 10 −5 s −1). Furthermore, the ULD histogram has a higher peak at low 
values of ξ850 compared to the LLD histogram, which is flatter in shape and has higher frequencies at larger ξ850 
values. A two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test confirms that the two distributions are robustly different 
(p-value = 2.6 × 10 −7). This demonstrates that LLD cyclones are typically stronger than ULD cyclones, and that 
the strongest cyclones are more likely to have a LLD development.

An equivalent analysis is provided in Figure 3b for cyclone lifetime. The median duration is greater for ULD cyclones 
(6 days) than LLD cyclones (5 days). Moreover, the LLD histogram has a higher peak at short durations compared to 
the ULD histogram, which has a longer tail and higher frequencies at longer durations. A two-sample KS test confirms 
that the distributions are robustly different (p-value = 3.8 × 10 −10). This demonstrates that ULD cyclones tend to be 
longer-lived than LLD cyclones, and, that the longest-lived cyclones are more likely to have an ULD development.

3.3. Extreme Cyclones

Here we focus on the cyclones that exceed the 90th percentile in strength and duration, which were found to be 
13.0 × 10 −5 s −1 and 9.0 days respectively (marked by the black vertical dashed lines in Figure 3).

The strongest cyclones subset is comprised predominantly of LLD cyclones (140; 12.9% of the LLD subset), with 
only 26 ULD cyclones (4.5% of the ULD subset). Accordingly, the distribution in the phase space (Figure 4a) 
resembles that of the LLD subset (Figure 1b). In contrast, the longest-lived cyclone subset is comprised of 67 

Figure 3. Histograms of Arctic cyclone (a) maximum strength according to ξ850 at maximum intensity and (b) duration, partitioned into the LLD (blue) and ULD (red) 
subsets. The histograms are normalized by the number of cyclones in each subset. The blue and red vertical dashed lines mark the median value for the LLD and ULD 
subsets respectively. The black vertical dashed line marks the 90th percentile value of all the cyclones.
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LLD cyclones (6.2% of the LLD subset) and 95 ULD cyclones (16.6% of the ULD subset). The distribution 
in the phase space (Figure 4b) exhibits more cold-core structures than the strongest subset (Figure 4a), more 
closely resembling the ULD subset (Figure 1c). These results are consistent with LLD cyclones being stronger on 
average than ULD cyclones, and ULD cyclones being longer-lived. Both the strongest and longest-lived cyclone 
subsets have a greater fraction of cold-core axisymmetric structures than climatology (42.4% and 50.9% respec-
tively compared to 39.8%). This is likely related to longer persistence after maximum intensity, either due to 
stronger cyclones taking longer to dissipate, or due to cyclones being maintained by upper-level forcing. Note that 
only 17  cyclones (∼10% of the sample size) are in both the strongest and longest-lived subsets, suggesting that 
extremely strong cyclones do not tend to be extremely long-lived.

The strongest cyclones most frequently develop and track in the Barents and Kara Seas (Figure 4c), consistent 
with baroclinic development on the AFZ. Some of the strongest cyclones develop on the Laptev Sea coast-
line instead, highlighting a secondary baroclinic zone on the AFZ. In contrast, the longest-lived cyclones pref-
erentially track in the Pacific sector of the Arctic Ocean, with a main development region in the Laptev and 

Figure 4. Arctic cyclones in the 90th percentile of strength (left) and duration (right). (Top) Density plots of the (a) strongest and (b) longest-lived cyclones in the 
modified cyclone phase space. (Bottom) Feature density maps (using spherical cosine kernels with 500 km bandwidth) of the (c) strongest and (d) longest-lived cyclone 
tracks for all track points (shading) and at the time of maximum growth rate (white contours at 0.2 intervals), with units of points per million km 2 per season.
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East Siberian Seas that extends across the entire Pacific sector (Figure 4d). This suggests that the longest-lived 
cyclones tend to undergo baroclinic development on this eastern portion of the AFZ (i.e., distinct from the AFZ in 
the Barents/Kara Seas region). The Pacific sector is likely a hotspot for long-lived cyclones due to the proximity 
of this baroclinic zone with TPVs, which mostly commonly occur in this region (Cavallo & Hakim, 2010). The 
track densities of cyclones that are matched and unmatched with TPVs from Gray et al. (2021, Figures 7c and 7d 
respectively) are broadly similar to that of the longest-lived (Figure 4d) and strongest (Figure 4c) cyclone subsets 
here, further suggesting a link with TPVs.

Generally speaking, the strongest cyclones tend to have LLD development, whilst the longest-lived cyclones tend 
to have ULD development. However, this is not true in all cases. For example, C12 had a LLD development, and 
is in the strongest subset, but it was also very long-lived (and in the longest-lived subset) due to interaction with 
a TPV. This highlights that processes outside of a cyclone's main development can be important. This is espe-
cially relevant to extremely long-lived cyclones in the summer-time Arctic. Cyclones in the Pacific sector may 
be longer-lived (regardless of structure during growth) as they are more likely to encounter TPVs. Cyclones that 
interact with TPVs (forming a cold-core columnar vortex) have more opportunity for complex track evolutions 
exhibiting periods of re-intensification later in the life cycle.

4. Conclusions
In this study we have performed a climatological analysis of summer-time (May-September) Arctic cyclone 
structure using ERA5 reanalysis (1979–2021), and a modified version of the Hart (2003) cyclone phase space. 
Motivated by the contrasting life cycles of some notable Arctic cyclone case studies, the focus was how structure 
at maximum growth rate relates to the subsequent evolution. The findings are summarized below, with reference 
to the research questions defined in Section 1:

1.  Cold-core axisymmetric structures are the most common cyclone structure in the summer-time Arctic, 
accounting for 39.8% of the track points. Asymmetric warm-core (29.0%) and cold-core (23.5%) structures 
are also common.

2.  Low-level-dominant (LLD; 65.5%) and upper-level-dominant (ULD; 34.5%) cyclones follow distinct devel-
opmental trajectories in the phase space. During growth, LLD cyclones exhibit warm-core asymmetric 
structures, whereas ULD cyclones have cold-core asymmetric structures. LLD cyclones tend to have greater 
asymmetry during growth. However, Arctic cyclones typically exhibit a characteristic transition to a cold-core 
axisymmetric structure after maturity, regardless of structure at maximum growth rate.

3.  LLD cyclones are on average stronger, whilst the ULD cyclones tend to be longer-lived. The strongest 
cyclones (which are predominantly LLD) preferentially track on the northern coast of Russia, consistent 
with high baroclinicity on the AFZ. The longest-lived cyclones (typically ULD) tend to track over the 
Pacific side of the Arctic Ocean basin, likely related to the climatological location of TPVs near North 
America.

LLD and ULD cyclones have different characteristics consistent with the dominant growth mechanisms for each 
type. LLD cyclones grow on greater low-level baroclinicity (with weaker tropopause disturbances) and so the 
near-surface cyclone is strong, but only for a limited time whilst the low-level baroclinic environment exists. 
ULD cyclones are dominated by some upper-level disturbance (e.g., a TPV), such that the low-level baroclinicity 
might be weaker, but the system can be maintained for longer if the upper-level feature remains (which can be 
a considerable length of time for TPVs in the summer-time Arctic), and by the lower tropospheric processes 
described in Croad et al. (2023).

This article has proposed a classification scheme for Arctic cyclones, working toward conceptual models which 
are key for our understanding of cyclone characteristics and hazards. However, some cyclones do not fit into 
the proposed classification, and these unconventional cyclones may be prevalent in the summer-time Arctic due 
to the lack of dynamical forcing (i.e., wind shear) for dissipation. Future work should focus on establishing the 
processes acting in LLD and ULD cyclones. For example, it has been shown that summer-time Arctic cyclones 
often attain persistent cold-core axisymmetric structures after maturity. Croad et al.  (2023) demonstrated that 
friction and sensible heat fluxes over sea ice contributed to the maintenance of the cold-core structures of Arctic 
cyclones in their mature stages, but more work is needed to quantify how large these effects are on cyclone 
strength and longevity.
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Data Availability Statement
ECMWF ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et  al.,  2020) data are publicly available and were downloaded from 
the Copernicus Climate Change Service Climate Data Store (Hersbach et  al.,  2017). The TRACK algorithm 
(Hodges, 1994, 1995) is available on the University of Reading's Git repository (GitLab) at https://gitlab.act.
reading.ac.uk/track/track (Hodges, 2021).
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